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1. LDMS Console Frame 1

The LDMS Console (Dashboard) loads the following default customizable widgets after Admin login; Global Server 

Status, Global Task Distribution, The Top 5 Underutilized Software Apps, Global Software Patching Progress and The 

Tasks waiting in Queue. 

The Navigation buttons located in the navigation tray at the bottom right of the console allow easy access to all 

applications within the LDMS suite of products which you are licensed for. 



2. LDMS Console Frame 2

Clicking on the time line icon opens an animated roll out window allowing you to view all scheduled and completed 

tasks pertaining to the region you have chosen from the global Server Status map. The time line scrolls left or right 

by dragging the centered slightly transparent view window back and forth on the time line.  The block of time 

resting inside the view window is magnified just above it displaying all scheduled and completed tasks.  



3. LDMS Console Frame 3

Clicking on the help icon opens an animated roll out window allowing you to view all searchable help topics 

available for the LDMS console and Tech Tools applications. 



4. LDMS Console Frame 4

Clicking on the Query icon in the navigation tray opens the detailed query application which allows you to create 

and save customizable queries pertaining to individual nodes you are responsible for servicing.  



5. LDMS Console Frame 5

Clicking on the Scheduled Tasks tab within the Query application gives you a more detailed real time view of tasks 

scheduled on an individual node.  



6. LDMS Console Frame 6

Clicking on the Relation tab within the Query application gives you a detailed view of the owner of the node you are 

querying.  Here you can view all hardware devices, software applications, Rights and Roles owned and accessible to 

this employee. 



7. LDMS Console Frame 7

Clicking on the SLM icon in the navigation tray opens the LDMS software license manager application.  Here you 

can view all software licenses globally or drilling down to licenses being used by one specific node or employee.  

You can see all licenses that are in use, those that are about to expire, or those that are available for use globally.  

The ROI from running this application is well above the cost of licensing SLM as a part of the LDMS software 

package.  



8. LDMS Console Frame 8

Clicking on the Tech Tools icon in the navigation tray opens the LDMS Tech Tools application.  Here you have 

access to a suite of tools available to IT Support which can be used to remotely mange any node, even those with 

multiple screens.  You can remotely kill any process, open a live chat session, and view all properties of the node 

you are remotely controlling.  You can open multiple sessions remotely controlling several computers at once. 



9. LDMS Console Frame 9

Clicking on any of the screen icons in the multiple screen tray located in the center remote control session window, 

causes the selected remote screen to roll forward into view. 



10. LDMS Console Frame 10

Clicking on the options button with in the “Available Support Personnel” widget gives you several options.  One of 

the newest features of this widget is the ability to view all support personnel currently online and their availability 

status.  You can invite another support employee to view, help with or take over your support session depending on 

the severity of the support issue. 



11. LDMS Console Frame 11

Clicking on the pin in the header of each widget allows you to customize your screen by placing the widgets 

anywhere on the screen you like.  The height and width of each widget is customizable as well.  Each widget can 

also be turned off to allow other widgets more space in the main Remote session window.  

Prototype Summary 
The fully functional high fidelity LDMS console / Tech Tools prototype was designed 

and created in Expression Blend 4.  It is a WPF / C# demo application.  It was 

designed, usability tested, and coded completely by Craig Wilson of LANDesk 

Software.  If you would like a copy of the actual demo application you can contact 

Craig Wilson at (505) 280-9044 or by email at lcraigwilson@gmail.com


